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Sweet Legacy May 29 2022 The teenage
descendants of Medusa - Gretchen, Grace and
Greer - face their toughest test yet as the
mythological and the modern collide in a fastpaced urban fantasy adventure. The girls
cannot hesitate as they seek the location of the
lost door between the realms, even as monsters
and the gods of Olympus descend on San
Francisco in battle-ready droves. Greer must
use her second sight to prevent anything from
stopping her sisters' mission - even though a
god is playing with her mind. Grace wants to
trust her adopted brother, Thane, but will his
secret put the girls in even more danger? And
Gretchen has trained her sisters to stop the
monsters, but her role as a huntress comes with
more responsibility than she ever imagined.
What will the girls' immortal legacy be? The
concluding book in this action-packed series
with plenty of romance.
Goddess Boot Camp Feb 23 2022 Seventeenyear-old Phoebe has recently learned that she's
a descendant of Nike (the goddess, not the
shoe). Now, in order to learn to control her
newfound - and very strong - powers, she's
being forced to attend Goddess Boot Camp. The
only problem is, none of the other campers is
over the age of ten! It's not going to be easy to
survive camp, train for the Pythian Games, and
keep her romance with Griffin going strong, but
goddess help her, Phoebe is determined to
make it work!
To Crave a Blood Moon Jul 07 2020 The third in
Sharie Kohler’s sexy werewolf series, following
the sultry paranormal novels Marked By
Moonlight, and Kiss of a Dark Moon. Psychic
Chloe Ferguson has spent her life hiding from
the emotions other people feel, until a pack of
bloodthirsty lycans brutally attacks her and
places her in a cell with a dangerous, starved,
half-breed werewolf. Suddenly, she is overcome
with terror, fury, and desire. What’s even more
frightening than being on the fast track to
becoming a lycan herself is her own bloodburning need for her darkly sexy cellmate. Halfbreed Sebastian Santiago is more animal than
human when Chloe is tossed into his cell. His
enemies expect him to feed on her for survival,
but the beautiful woman with the tender eyes of
a wounded animal ignites a hunger in him that
has nothing to do with his body’s need for
food…and everything to do with his dark
appetite to possess her, body and soul.
Dear Teen Me Jun 25 2019 A collection of
advice and reflections by young adult authors
who reveal personal experiences from their
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teen years shares recommendations on topics
ranging from abuse and relationships to
bullying and body issues.
Relentless Sep 20 2021 Revenge is easy, but
justice is worth fighting for... Kenna is tired of
being lied to-and hunted by the very allies she
once trusted. Unearthing the dark secrets of
the superhero world has not only endangered
her life, now her boyfriend faces execution for
crimes he didn't commit and her mother is
being held captive in a secret governmental
prison. Kenna is determined to stand up for
what's right and save those she loves from
unspeakable fates. It's time for the betrayal to
end. It's time for the real criminals to face
justice. But the truth is even more terrifying
than Kenna could imagine. A conspiracy
threatens the fate of heroes, villains, and all of
humanity. If Kenna's going to survive, she must
draw on her deepest strength: her resilience.
Because when Kenna's pushed to the limit, she
doesn't break down. She fights back. The Hero
Agenda Series: Powerless (Book 1) Relentless
(Book 2)
Remember Me Gone Sep 08 2020 Lucy Miller’s
family has the unique ability to remove people’s
painful memories—but Lucy isn’t prepared for
truths she will uncover in this twisty
speculative thriller, perfect for fans of Eternal
Sunshine of the Spotless Mind and Neal
Shusterman. People come from everywhere to
forget. At the Memory House, in Tumble Tree,
Texas, Lucy’s father can literally erase folks’
heartache and tragic memories. Lucy can’t wait
to learn the family trade and help alleviate
others’ pain, and now, at sixteen, she finally
can. But everything is not as it seems. When
Lucy practices memory-taking on her dad, his
memory won’t come loose, and in the bit that
Lucy sees, there’s a flash of Mama on the day
she died, tinged red with guilt. Then Lucy
wakes up the next morning with a bruised knee,
a pocketful of desert sand, and no memory of
what happened. She has no choice but to listen
to Marco Warman—a local boy she’s always
wondered about, who seems to know more than
he should. As Lucy and Marco realize there are
gaps in their own memories, they team up to fill
in the missing pieces—to figure out what’s
really going on in their town, and to uncover
their own stolen history along the way. But as
the mysteries pile up one thing becomes
certain: There are some secrets people will do
anything to keep.
Blood Magic Sep 28 2019 This page-turning
debut novel will entice fans who like their
paranormal romances dark and disturbing. It's

a natural next-read for fans of Stephanie
Meyer, Carrie Jones, and Becca Fitzpatrick. But
instead of mythical creatures, blood magic has
everything to do with primal human desires like
power, wealth, and immortality. Everywhere
Silla Kennicott turns she sees blood. She can't
stop thinking about her parents alleged
murder-suicide. She is consumed by a book
filled with spells that arrives mysteriously in
the mail. The spells share one common
ingredient: blood, and Silla is more than willing
to cast a few. What's a little spilled blood if she
can uncover the truth? And then there's
Nick—the new guy at school who makes her
pulse race. He has a few secrets of his own and
is all too familiar with the lure of blood magic.
Drawn together by a combination of fate and
chemistry, Silla and Nick must find out who
else in their small Missouri town knows their
secret and will do anything to take the book
and magic from Silla.
When Magic Sleeps Dec 12 2020 When magic
sleeps, everything changes.For as long as she
can remember, Winnie Price has visited another
world in her dreams, a magical fae realm
caught up in a war of intrigue and sorcery.
Where nature is all-powerful and a dark prince
will do anything to save his dying clan. She
thought this realm was pure imagination, until
one midsummer's eve when the owl who visits
her window once a month transforms into a boy
before her eyes. And not just any boy, the dark
fae prince.With his clan on the verge of
extinction, Cathair O Cuana knows that his
secret feelings for the human girl can never be
more than fantasy. Caught between duty and
emotion, he knows his responsibility to his
people comes first. But when the magic sleeps
and she sees his true form, the girl he yearns
for finally feels within his reach--just as a
traitor in the palace pushes the kingdom to the
brink of war. Will disaster drive them apart or
pull them together?In a world where dreams,
magic, and war collide, a human girl with a
special ability and a fae prince with the weight
of a kingdom on his shoulders must risk
everything for a chance at happily ever after.
The Secret of the Unicorn Queen, Vol. 1 Aug 27
2019 DISCOVER THE SECRET OF THE
UNICORN QUEEN When her eccentric friend
Dr. Reit invents an amazing transport into other
worlds, Sheila McCarthy accidentally falls
through the portal into the kingdom of Arren.
There, Sheila finds herself part of a band of
warrior-women. Astride unicorns, they gallop
toward a dazzling city made of marble. But will
they arrive in time to stop the evil king and his
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wicked wizard henchman from carrying out
their deadly plans? And will Sheila ever be able
to return home? Thus begins the spellbinding
story of an ordinary teenager trapped in an
extraordinary place. Swept Away! and Sun
Blind are the first two novels in the dazzling
adventure The Secret of the Unicorn Queen.
The Secret of the Unicorn Queen is the newest
addition to the Del Rey Imagine program, which
offers the best in fantasy and science fiction for
readers twelve and up.
Myths, Mermaids, and Monsters Jan 25 2022
There is always more to the story.... Find out
what happens before and after in the YA
fantasy worlds of Oh. My. Gods., Forgive My
Fins, and Sweet Venom. The World of Myths »
Find out whether Stella has a heart, how
Phoebe spends her Valentine, what's at the
center of Nicole's labyrinth, how Griffin is
surprised, and who Xella is and why they're
going on a first date. The World of Mermaids »
Find out what (or who) Coral dreams about,
who gives Lily princess lessons, what Shannen's
first swim feels like, what Astria thinks is a
shore thing, and how to go about making a
merman. The World of Monsters » Find out
where a Nemean Lion hangs out, why you
should always bet on Medusa, what freedom
tastes like, how to get a golden apple, and who
has to play the role of monster bait. Return to
the worlds of Tera Lynn Childs in these magical
tales that will delight fans of Greek mythology,
mermaid romance, and monster-hunting
descendants of Medusa.
Darkly Fae Jun 17 2021
Falling for the Girl Next Door Jul 19 2021
Sloane Whitaker never expected to like living in
Texas, but after a few months in the Lone Star
State, she has to admit she likes the food, the
school, and the boy next door. What she doesn’t
like is the fact that half her family is still back
in New York. Convincing her dad to relocate to
Texas requires making their upcoming visit as
perfect as possible. The perfect dinner, the
perfect daughter...with the perfect boyfriend.
But when her not-so-perfect boyfriend Tru
Dorsey is suddenly not-so-available, Sloane has
to find another dad-impressing guy to show off
at dinner. Tru himself suggests enlisting the
help of a fake boyfriend, but the reality of
another guy with Sloane on his arm might be
more than Tru can manage. Add in a mysterious
blackmailer and a divided family, and Sloane
and Tru’s relationship might not be able to
handle the heat. Disclaimer: This Entangled
Teen Crush book contains a bad boy next door,
the good girl who snags his heart, and one
epically disastrous ruse-gone-wrong. Join the
fun at your own risk. The Sloane and Tru
duology is best enjoyed in order. Series Order:
#1: Ten Things Sloane Hates About Tru #2:
Falling for the Girl Next Door The Sloane and
Tru duology is part of the larger, multiauthored Creative HeArts Series, which can be
read out of order. If you loved Sloane and Tru's
stories, you'll love the complete series set at
Austin NextGen Academy, including: #1 - Ten
Things Sloane Hates About Tru #2 - How Willa
Got Her Groove Back #3 - Crazy, Stupid,
Fauxmance #4 - The Secret Life of a Dream
Girl #5 - Falling for the Girl Next Door #6 Weddings, Crushes, and Other Dramas
Powerless Oct 02 2022 Kenna is tired of being
"normal." The only thing special about her is
that she's isn't special at all. Which is
oh-my-gods-1-tera-lynn-childs

frustrating when you're constantly surrounded
by superheroes. Her best friend, her exboyfriend, practically everyone she knows has
some talent or power. Sure, Kenna's smart and
independent, but as an ordinary girl in an
extraordinary world, it's hard not to feel
inferior. So when three villains break into the
lab where she interns, Kenna refuses to be a
victim. She stands her ground. She's not about
to let criminals steal the research that will
make her extraordinary too. But in the heat of
battle, secrets are spilled and one of the villains
saves her life. Twice. Suddenly, everything
Kenna thought she knew about good and evil,
heroes and villains is upended. And to protect
her life and those she loves, she must team up
with her sworn enemies on a mission that will
redefine what it means to be powerful and
powerless...
Among the Mermaids Apr 15 2021 From
Homer's Odyssey to Pirates of the Caribbean,
Mermaids have fascinated popular culture for
centuries. Among the Mermaids is an
enchanting collection of classic stories, facts,
and tales of mermaids from around the world
that will thrill every lover of this romanticized
mythological creature. Compiled by Book of the
Bizarre author and Magical Creature devotee
Varla Ventura, Among the Mermaids includes
turn of the century tales of merfolk from Bret
Harte, T. Crofton Croker, and W.B. Yeats, along
with tantalizing trivia, facts, first-hand
accounts, and speculations about mermaids in
popular culture. Some facts about the fluid and
the fair from the book: Many people believe
today that early explorer sightings of mermaids
were manatees. (Scurvy + many days away
from your lady = a blubbery creature looking
supple and bodacious.)Blackbeard, the fierce
and terrible pirate, was afraid of his crew being
lured into a watery grave by mermaids, so he
ordered his ships to avoid certain areas reputed
to have a high number of mermaid
sightings.Since 2009, the town of Kiryat Yam,
Israel has offered a prize of $1 million dollars to
anyone who can prove the mermaid off their
coast is real. The prize remains unclaimed.
Trying Texas Apr 03 2020 New Yorker Cassie
Bishop has one goal: produce the pilot episode
of Try It On to get back in her boss's good
graces. She can handle a month of the dusty
Texas outback, filming the social train wreck as
a trust fund diva learns how to play cowgirl, if it
means salvaging her career. But when the
spoiled rich girl bails at the last minute, Cassie
has only one option--take her place. Can anyone
say yee-haw?The only hitch is Ty Haywood, the
real life, living breathing cowboy who is
supposed to train her. He's smart, funny, and
makes a western shirt look tastier than a bag of
hot candied cashews. Too bad he's so deeply
rooted in his Texas home.As the film rolls,
Cassie finds herself falling for the hunky
cowboy, the raw beauty of the country, and the
rhythm of small town life where city pressures-and ulcer medicine-- are distant memories.
When the month is up and the shoot wraps, will
the city girl return home? Or will love and
friendships convince her to give country life a
try?
City Chicks Mar 15 2021 From award-winning
author Tera Lynn Childs comes a sweet, sassy
series about feisty city chicks, swoon-worthy
guys, and romantic adventures they'll never
forget. “If you are looking for a cute chick-lit
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series, try this one.” — Once Upon a Dream
Books Eye Candy When a fashion executive
goes to drastic lengths to stop yet another
conversation about her too-good-to-be-true-ex,
she ends up hiring a male model to play her
boyfriend for a weekend... and maybe longer.
Straight Stalk A Southern girl turned big city
boutique owner with a string of gay exboyfriends is out to prove that her latest ex, the
star of a gay makeover show, isn't gay with the
help of the show's talented and tasty chef.
Trying Texas Sparks fly when a ride-or-die city
girl goes to the Texas outback to film a TV show
and she meets a hard-working cowboy who
makes her wonder if there might be something
to the country life after all. More than 800
pages of fun, friendship, and flirtation. City
Chicks is a trio of chick lit romances perfect for
fans of Sophie Kinsella, Jasmine Guillory, and
Sally Thorne. Save 33% off the individual title
price in this special bundle deal!
The Secret Life of a Dream Girl Jul 27 2019
Dahlia Greene—aka international pop superstar
Cherry—is undercover as a normal high school
student. She just wants to experience what real
life is like, so when she overhears hottie
Keegan Matthews nervously talking about
liking a girl, she sees the perfect opportunity to
live a real life and play a little matchmaker.
What was not part of the plan was falling for a
guy she can never tell the truth. Keegan
Matthews has been secretly crushing on Dahlia
ever since she started at his school. Sure,
Dahlia thinks he’s crushing on some other
girl—not realizing his Dream Girl is actually
her—but he figures, play along with her tips to
woo someone else, let her get to know him, and
then make his move. But with so many secrets
in the mix, their romance is doomed from the
start... Disclaimer: This Entangled Teen Crush
book contains adult language, references to
drinking and drugs, and a kiss so steamy it’ll
fog up your ereader. This Dahlia and Keegan
story is a standalone book that is part of the
larger, multi-authored Creative HeArts Series,
which can be read out of order. If you loved
Mariely and Cabot's story, you'll love the
complete series set at Austin NextGen
Academy, including: #1 - Ten Things Sloane
Hates About Tru #2 - How Willa Got Her
Groove Back #3 - Crazy, Stupid, Fauxmance #4
- The Secret Life of a Dream Girl #5 - Falling
for the Girl Next Door #6 - Weddings, Crushes,
and Other Dramas
John Wilson Family History and Genealogy Aug
08 2020
Oh. My. Gods. Jun 29 2022 When Phoebe's
mom returns from Greece with a new husband
and plans to move to an island in the Aegean
Sea, Phoebe's well-plotted senior year becomes
ancient history. Now, instead of enjoying a
triumphant track season and planning for
college with her best friends, Phoebe is trying
to keep her head above water at the
berexclusive Academy. If it isn't hard enough
being the new kid in school, Phoebe's
classmates are all descendents of the Greek
gods! When you're running against teammates
with superpowers, dealing with a stepsister
from Hades, and nursing a crush on a boy who
is quite literally a god, the drama takes on
mythic proportions!
Goddess in Time Jan 01 2020 Nicole is stuck
on a tiny Greek island, home to a private school
for descendants of the gods. All thanks to a
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childhood prank that also her parents banished
from the mythological world. But when Nic
discovers a book on the power of time travel, all
bets are off. This is her chance to right the
wrong and get back the life she was supposed
to have.
Sweet Venom Oct 22 2021 Three teenage
descendants of Medusa, the once-beautiful
Gorgon maligned in myth, must reunite and
embrace their fates. Grace just moved to San
Francisco and is excited to start over at a new
school. The change is full of fresh possibilities,
but it's also a tiny bit scary. It gets scarier when
a minotaur walks in the door. And even more
shocking when a girl who looks just like her
shows up to fight the monster. Gretchen is tired
of monsters pulling her out into the wee hours,
but what can she do? Sending the minotaur
back to his bleak home is just another notch on
her combat belt. She never expected to run into
this girl who could be her double, though.
Greer has her life pretty well put together,
thank you very much. But that all tilts sideways
when two girls who look eerily like her appear
on her doorstep and claim they're triplets,
supernatural descendants of some hideous
creature from Greek myth, destined to spend
their lives hunting monsters. . . .
Logan Likes Mary Anne! Jan 31 2020 The girls
in the Baby-sitters Club face new complications
when Logan tries to become the club's first
male member and shows an interest in Mary
Anne.
Sweet Shadows Mar 27 2022 Grace, Gretchen
and Greer are three teenage descendants of
Medusa who must unite and embrace their
fates in a world where monsters lurk in plain
sight. The triplets are now reunited, but their
battle against the monsters of the abyss rages
on. And as if training to become fully-fledged
huntresses weren't enough, the boys in their
lives are causing them problems. Is Nick all he
seems? And where's Thane? Grace is sure he's
hiding something from her. As the girls
discover more about their heritage, they find
themselves in greater danger than ever. Can
they face up to the sacrifices they must make in
order to fulfil their destiny? The second book in
the high-concept urban fantasy YA series.
Just For Fins Apr 27 2022 Half-mermaid, halfhuman Lily's life is a whirlpool of complication.
Not only does she have to step up and help
childhood friend Tellin, whose kingdom is
under threat from the changing ocean climate,
she has to face the fact that an ancient mer law
might separate her from her human boyfriend
Quince after all . . .
What Coral Wants Feb 11 2021 Fake dating
her real crush. What could go wrong? What
straight-A student and all-around good mergirl
Coral Ballenato wants is to forget her longtime
crush on her best friend’s older brother. Four
years of pining from not-so-afar is more than
enough. Moving on should be easy now that
he’s swum off to college. Until Zak Marlin
comes home for a charity event, newly-single
and begging her to be his pretend girlfriend for
the week. She should say no…but surely she
can handle playing the role of Zak’s sweetheart.
After all, she’s been dreaming about it for
years. She just has to make sure her heart is
braced for the inevitable end. But when every
minute they spend together makes her fall
deeper and deeper for the merguy she’s always
loved, how will Coral ever be able to move on
oh-my-gods-1-tera-lynn-childs

when the week is over? If you love mermaids,
romance, and boys who make you swoon, then
dive into the underwater world of Thalassinia in
the Forgive My Fins series.
Tempest Rising Nov 10 2020 As her
seventeenth birthday approaches, half-mermaid
Tempest Maguire will have to make a decision.
Stay on land? Or give herself to the ocean? The
pull of the water becomes as insistent as her
attraction to Kona, a gorgeous surfer whose
uncanny abilities hint at an otherworldly
identity as well. And when Tempest does finally
give in to the water's temptation, she finds that
a larger destiny awaits her-and that the entire
ocean's future hangs in the balance.
Pretty in Pearls Nov 22 2021 A fun undersea
romance full of captivating merboys, deep
friendship, and spectacular pearls. Set in Tera
Lynn Childs's fin-flicking world that began with
Forgive My Fins, this 100-page digital novella
focuses on Periwinkle Wentletrap, Princess
Lily's best friend, and is perfect for fans of
mermaids, light romance, and mythology
retellings. As Princess Lily's emissary, Peri
works hard to make sure her best friend knows
all the goings-on in the underwater kingdom of
Thalassinia. The upcoming Sea Harvest Dance
means plenty of fun for them, too, including
shopping for jewels, trims, and dress-making
supplies. Peri especially loves the pearls she
finds at Thalassinia's marketplace—and she
might be falling head over fins for Riatus, the
thoughtful pearl trader who looks like a dashing
pirate. When Lily realizes her friend has a
crush, she is determined to help them get
together in time for the dance—except her
matchmaking efforts backfire, sweeping Peri
into dangerous depths and leaving her tangled
in confusing tides. Should Peri give up on
Riatus and find a different date to the Sea
Harvest Dance, or will they finally find a way to
float along in the same current? Epic Reads
Impulse is a digital imprint with new releases
each month.
Eye Candy Jul 31 2022 From award-winning
author Tera Lynn Childs comes a fun, flirty
story about friendship, fashion, and how far one
girl will go to avoid another conversation about
her ex. “Eye Candy is a romance that's just as
sweet and addicting as candy, without the high
sugar content” — The YA Lit Chick Every girl
deserves something sweet... Lydia Vanderwalk
has worked hard to have the perfect job, the
perfect wardrobe, and the perfect everything
else. She only needs two things to make her life
completely perfect: 1) a promotion at work and
2) for everyone to stop talking about the
supposedly-perfect fiance she left at the altar.
She tries to check number two off the list by
inventing a fictitious boyfriend, but the plan
backfires when she actually needs to produce
him in order to go after number one. Phelps
was supposed to be pure eye candy, a male
model hired to play the part of picture-perfect
boyfriend. But there’s more going on beneath
his pretty face than charm and spontaneity.
Throw in a banking wunderkind ex-fiancé, a trio
of cutthroat couture-climbers, and an adventure
that leads from New York to Milan and back
again, and Lydia soon learns that what you see
is often much less than what you get when it
comes to people and not everything in life can
be solved by a Jolly Rancher and a shopping
spree. Eye Candy is a standalone book in the
City Chicks series, a romantic chick lit romp
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perfect for fans of Sophie Kinsella, Carrie
Bradshaw, and Project Runway. Praise for Eye
Candy “This is a candy cotton good book,
sweet, light and funny.” — julie on Amazon
“Loved every page!!!!” — Cally on Goodreads
“It’s a perfect summer read!!!!” — moviebunny
on Goodreads “I love, love, LOVE this book! So
much fun, and SO cute!” —
ReadingIsFunForEveryone on Amazon “I
LOVED this book! Some parts just made me
LOL” — reader on Barnes & Noble “Eye Candy
was a delicious read.” — Nat at Bibliojunkies
“This is a fun story that combines candy and
romance with a totally hot guy. What could be
better?” — Crystal on Amazon
Fins Are Forever Sep 01 2022 Just when things
seem to be going swimmingly, Lily Sanderson's
human-hating cousin Dosinia is exiled from the
mer kingdom of Thalassinia and sent to land,
leaving Lily with the huge task of keeping her
on the straight and narrow. But why was
Dosinia exiled in the first place? And why, why,
why is she batting her eyelashes at Brody, Lily's
former crush? As if her bratty cousin weren't
enough to handle, the reappearance of a
merboy from Lily's past makes her question her
decision to renounce her kingdom and stay on
land with her boyfriend, Quince.
Vegas Strong Jan 13 2021 58 people killed.
500+ people injured. Hundreds of first
responders and civilians protecting and saving
countless lives. Thousands of Las Vegas
residents coming together to help. 19 stories
about the city we love. October 1, 2017. It's a
day the world will never forget, and the people
of Las Vegas will always remember. One man
committed an act of domestic terrorism on a
crowd of unsuspecting concert attendees and
changed this city forever. In the days that
followed, a city that was bruised and battered
proved just how strong it truly is. Blood banks
had lines that never ended. Food was delivered
to police stations, fire stations, and community
centers. Massages were donated to therapists
helping everyone who needed someone to talk
to. Vegas Strong was on buildings, signs, and tshirts all over a city that came together in
unexpected and beautiful ways. During those
first few days, two authors had a late-night talk
about what they could do to help, and this
anthology was born. Authors who live in Las
Vegas, or grew up here, were asked to write
about their favorite places in Vegas or just
Vegas itself. These are their Fiction and NonFiction stories. We hope you enjoy them and
never forget that one person can make a
difference or that love will always win against
hate.
Merchant Vessels of the United States May 17
2021
Forgive My Fins Dec 24 2021 Unrequited love
is hard enough when you're a normal teenager,
but when you're half-human, half-mermaid Lily
Sanderson, there's no such thing as a simple
crush. Especially when your crush is gorgeous
(and 100% human) Brody Bennett. The problem
is, mermaids aren't the casual dating type - the
instant they kiss someone, they 'bond' with
them for life. When Lily's attempt to win
Brody's love leads to an enormous case of
mistaken identity, she finds herself facing a
tidal wave of relationship drama.
Straight Stalk May 05 2020 From awardwinning author Tera Lynn Childs comes a
sweet, sassy story about friendship, fame, and
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how far one girl will go to prove she’s broken
the pattern. “Seriously, this book was just plain
fun and it would make an excellent movie. Hint,
Hint, Hollywood.” — Nat at Bibliojunkies Every
girl deserves a little revenge… Bethany Lange
knows a thing or twelve about gay men. The
Southern belle turned city girl has dated five of
them. So when a friend offers her a consulting
job on a new gay makeover show, she snatches
up the golden opportunity faster than you can
say, “Never wear stripes with paisley.” Color
her déjà blue when one of the cast members
turns out to be her latest ex. Bethany doesn’t
believe for a second that he’s actually gay and
she vows to reveal the truth, even if she has to
stalk him to get the proof. She finds an unlikely
partner in Chris, the show’s kitchen god. He’s
sweet, sexy, and funny. The perfect—and
perfectly unavailable—guy. Between the long
talks and late-night stakeouts, she’s finding it
harder and harder to resist being attracted to
him. As the stalking and the stakes escalate,
can Bethany prove she’s a closet cleaner no
more? Can she stop falling for unavailable guys
and find one that’s a perfect fit? Only time—and
stalking—will tell. Straight Stalk is a standalone
book in the City Chicks series, a romantic chick
lit romp perfect for fans of The Devil Wears
Prada, Janet Evanovich, and Queer Eye. Praise
for Straight Stalk “The big city setting is
perfect for these kinds of romances, and the
writing is wonderful ... I cannot wait to read
more.” — The YA Lit Chick “I will be putting the
rest of Tera Lynn Childs' books onto my to-read
list” — Shelby on Goodreads “A very funny,
light read, that keeps you guessing, laughing,
and cheering for Bethany all the way.” — Jessie
on Goodreads “I loved this book so much!” —
Abbie on Goodreads “This was amazing!” —
Nadette on Goodreads
Foretold Jun 05 2020 Richelle Mead, Lisa
McMann, Michael Grant, Meg Cabot, Laini
Taylor, and nine more of the hottest YA authors
to hit the shelves explore the concepts of
prophecy and prediction in this story collection
edited by NYT bestselling author of The Forest
of Hands and Teeth, Carrie Ryan. Have you
ever been tempted to look into the future? To
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challenge predictions? To question fate? It's
human nature to wonder about life's twists and
turns. But is the future already written—or do
you have the power to alter it? From fantastical
prophecies to predictions of how the future will
transpire, Foretold is a collection of stories
about our universal fascination with life's
unknowns and of what is yet to come as
interpreted by 14 of young adult fiction's
brightest stars. This collection includes works
from: Malinda Lo (Ash) Lisa McMann (Wake)
Kami Garcia (Beautiful Creatures) Margaret
Stohl (Beautiful Creatures) Laini Taylor (The
Daughter of Smoke and Bone) Michael Grant
(Gone) Saundra Mitchell (The Vespertine)
Richelle Mead (the Vampire Academy) Matt de
la Pena (I Will Save You) Meg Cabot (The
Princess Diaries) Heather Brewer (The
Chronicles of Vladimir Tod) Diana Peterfreund
(Rampant) Simone Elkeles (Perfect Chemistry)
Carrie Ryan (The Forest of Hands and Teeth)
Sweet Venom Nov 03 2022 Meet Grace, who
just moved to San Francisco. It's a tiny bit scary
starting over, but it gets scarier when a
minotaur walks in the door. And even more
shocking when a girl who looks exactly like
Grace turns up to fight it. . . Gretchen is fed up
of monsters pulling her out into the small
hours, especially on a school night. Getting rid
of a minotaur is just another notch on her
combat belt, but she never expected to run into
a girl who could be her double in the process. .
. Greer has her life pretty well put together,
thank you very much. But everything tilts
sideways when two girls who look eerily like
her appear on her doorstep and claim they're
all sisters. . . These three teen descendants of
Medusa must reunite and embrace their fates!
The Hicks Family Mar 03 2020
The War of the Worlds Nov 30 2019 When a
meteorite lands in Surrey, the locals don't know
what to make of it. But as Martians emerge and
begin killing bystanders, it quickly becomes
clear—England is under attack. Armed soldiers
converge on the scene to ward off the invaders,
but meanwhile, more Martian cylinders land on
Earth, bringing reinforcements. As war breaks
out across England, the locals must fight for
their lives, but life on Earth will never be the
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same. This is an unabridged version of one of
the first fictional accounts of extraterrestrial
invasion. H. G. Wells's military science fiction
novel was first published in book form in 1898,
and is considered a classic of English literature.
An Addington/Chalfant Family History Oct
29 2019 Family history of Harry Vern
Addington (1893-1930), son of Joseph Leander
and Dora Elizabeth (Feagans) Addington, who
was born in White River Twp., Randolph Co.,
Indiana. He married Alma Marguerite Chalfant
(1905-1979) in 1922. The Addington and
Feagans families were of English or Irish origin.
Both families were very early settlers in
Randolph County. The Addingtons arrived there
about 1835 and the Feagans about 1838. The
patriarch of this family, Henry Addington, was
probably born in London in 1720, and
immigrated to North America ca. 1740. He
lived in Loudoun Co., Virginia in 1765, and
moved his family between 1768 and 1774 to
Union Co., South Carolina, where he received a
land grant in 1774. Descendants and relatives
lived in Pennsylvania, Ohio, Virginia, Indiana,
North Carolina, South Carolina, Idaho, Utah,
Iowa, Oklahoma, Kansas, Nebraska, Missouri,
Maryland, Colorado, Oregon, California and
elsewhere.
Ice Dogs Oct 10 2020 In this survival story set
in Alaska, fourteen-year-old Vicky and her dog
sled team find an injured sledder in the
wilderness.
Cause & Effect, Grades 5 - 6 Aug 20 2021
Cause and effect is an essential reading
comprehension skill for all subject areas. Help
students understand cause and effect using
Spotlight on Reading: Cause and Effect for
grades 5–6. This 48-page book includes a
variety of high-interest lessons and activities
that make learning fun! The exercises increase
in difficulty as the book progresses, so students
practice more-advanced skills as they work.
With a variety of formats, teachers can provide
direct instruction, reinforcement, and
independent practice throughout the year. This
book is perfect for practice at home and school
and includes an answer key. It aligns with state,
national, and Canadian provincial standards.
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